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Abstract. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation allows for the study of
static and dynamic properties of molecular ensembles at various molecu-
lar scales, from monatomics to macromolecules such as proteins and nu-
cleic acids. It has applications in biology, materials science, biochemistry,
and biophysics. Recent developments in simulation techniques spurred
the emergence of the computational molecular engineering (CME) field,
which focuses specifically on the needs of industrial users in engineering.
Within CME, the simulation code ms2 allows users to calculate ther-
modynamic properties of bulk fluids. It is a parallel code that aims to
scale the temporal range of the simulation while keeping the execution
time minimal. In this paper, we use empirical performance modeling to
study the impact of simulation parameters on the execution time. Our
approach is a systematic workflow that can be used as a blue-print in
other fields that aim to scale their simulation codes. We show that the
generated models can help users better understand how to scale the sim-
ulation with minimal increase in execution time.
Keywords: Molecular dynamics · Performance modeling · Parallel pro-
gramming.
1 Introduction
Molecular dynamics simulation is a fundamental approach for understanding
the behavior of matter at the molecular level. In physics, molecular dynamics is
used to study the behavior and interactions between single atoms. In biomedical
research, scientists simulate macromolecules such as proteins and viruses to bet-
ter understand cell structures in organisms, as well as to design better medical
drugs. In chemistry and chemical engineering, molecular simulations are used to
understand and predict thermodynamic properties of fluid mixtures.
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Some of the well-known molecular simulation packages are LAMMPS [7,22],
NAMD [8, 11], and GROMACS [6, 9]. Although all these codes are based on
the same principle, they have different aims and target different scientific fields.
LAMMPS stands for Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simula-
tor and is a versatile code designed to be easily modified or extended with new
functionality. It supports both solid-state materials (e.g., metals) as well as soft
matter (e.g., biomolecules and polymers). The primary objective of LAMMPS is
providing a platform for further research in molecular simulation. NAMD stands
for Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics and is implemented in Charm++ [19]. It is
specifically designed to simulate large biomolecular systems such as viruses. Sim-
ilar to NAMD, GROMACS (GROningen MAchine for Chemical Simulations) is
designed to simulate biomolecular structures such as proteins, lipids, and nucleic
acids. This code is most often used for simulation of protein folding. One no-
table example is the Folding@home [5] project, which is a massively distributed
computing effort that exploits the idle time of processing elements of personal
computers owned by a large group of volunteers worldwide.
To support chemical engineering needs, recent advances in simulation tech-
niques of fluids ushered in a new field of Computational Molecular Engineering
(CME). It falls under the category of simulation-based engineering and aims to
adapt existing simulation techniques, optimized for soft matter physics, to the
requirements of the chemical and process engineering industry [17]. Rather than
providing scientific insight, the goal of CME is to provide a systematic approach
to replace experiments that are otherwise too complex, hazardous, or expensive.
LAMMPS, NAMD, and GROMACS, albeit powerful and flexible, focus in
most cases on scaling the size of the molecular system rather then the simulation
time. On the other hand, chemical engineering in general and thermodynamics
in particular have more benefit from longer running simulations. Furthermore,
industrial applications require a proportional increase both in size of the system
and simulation time.
One of the simulation packages in CME is ms2 (molecular simulation: 2nd
generation) [15, 16, 23]. It is aimed at industrial users and samples the full set
of thermodynamic properties of bulk fluids. Since these properties can reliably
be calculated from a relatively smaller number of molecules (i.e., the order of
104), ms2 is not designed for larger molecular systems. The challenge, therefore,
is to keep the execution time (i.e., time-to-solution) of ms2 low as various other
parameters of the simulation increase.
In this paper, we use empirical performance modeling to understand the im-
pact of simulation parameters on the execution time of ms2. Empirical perfor-
mance modeling produces human-readable performance models from real mea-
surements. It has been extensively studied before [12,13,24,25], but in this work,
we focus on specific challenges related to modeling the performance of a CME
code. The produced models can help users select appropriate input values for the
simulation such that the execution time stays within potential constraints. The
workflow we provide can also help developers optimize individual computational
procedures during simulation. We make the following specific contributions:
3– Systematic and reliable workflow that can be used as a blue-print in perfor-
mance engineering efforts of simulation codes in other fields
– Identification of pitfalls in the process of producing measurements for em-
pirical modeling
– Exhaustive set of two-parameter and three-parameter models of execution
time for the ms2 application
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of the design of ms2. Next, Section 3 discusses the modeling method-
ology in detail. In Section 4, we describe the experimental setup for evaluating
the methodology, and then provide a detailed analysis of the results in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, we review related work in Section 6, before drawing conclusions
in Section 7.
2 ms2 Application
The ms2 simulation application offers a choice between two fundamental molec-
ular simulation techniques, namely, Monte-Carlo (MC) and Molecular Dynamics
(MD) [15, 16, 23]. The MC technique investigates the behavior of molecular en-
sembles stochastically. In other words, during each iteration the MC technique
displaces molecules in the volume randomly, such that the probability of ac-
cepting a displacement is chosen in a way that allows obtaining a representative
set of configurations. By repeating this step a large number of times, the MC
technique generates a Markov chain of configurations. From this chain, static
(i.e., time-independent) thermodynamic properties of the simulated molecular
ensembles can be obtained. The MD technique, on the other hand, relies on
the numerical solution of Newton’s equations of motion. In each time step, the
technique evaluates intermolecular interactions (i.e., forces and torques) that are
then used to determine the spatial displacement of all molecules during the time
step. Each time step results in a new configuration. Ordered chronologically, the
sequence of configurations represents an approximation of the molecular prop-
agation process such that both static and dynamic thermodynamic properties
can be calculated.
Although MC is more limited in terms of accessible thermodynamic proper-
ties, it is a technique that can be parallelized easily (i.e., embarrassingly-parallel
problem) since each process can generate an independent Markov chain and
all chains have to be gathered only once at the end of the simulation run. To
parallelize the MD technique, on the other hand, one has to parallelize the in-
teraction calculation. For this purpose, ms2 relies on force decomposition as
proposed by Plimpton [22]. Instead of traditional domain decomposition, the
interaction matrix is rearranged such that the interacting molecules are almost
equally distributed in the matrix. Assuming n is the number of molecules and p
is the number of processes, each process is responsible for np columns of the in-
teraction matrix. Figure 1 presents a schematic of this interaction matrix. Each
gray cell represents an interaction between a pair of molecules that has to cal-
culated for the simulation to proceed to the next time step. The assumption
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Fig. 1: Parallelization in ms2 using force decomposition. The shaded area shows the
pair interactions that have to be calculated for the simulation to proceed. Vertical
black lines delimit the range of molecules for which a single process calculates the
interactions.
is that each process stores all molecule data (coordinates, momenta, etc.) lo-
cally. However, each process calculates only the interaction for a subgroup of
molecules—exactly the group of molecules delimited by the black vertical lines
in the figure. In this way, the work load is distributed almost equally between the
processes. The root process then reduces all the resulting interaction components
to sum up the molecular forces exerted on each individual molecule. For both
MC and MD parallelization, the ms2 application uses MPI [15]. Specifically, the
MPI collective operations Barrier, Bcast, Reduce, and Allreduce are employed.
3 Methodology
In this section, we describe the methodology to produce performance models
for the execution time of ms2. In general, the methodology follows the prac-
tice established by earlier studies. Specifically, we draw upon past experience in
modeling the isoefficiency functions of task-based applications [25].
Figure 2 provides an overview of our methodology. In general, we can iden-
tify three separate phases: selecting parameters, benchmarking, and empirical
modeling. Code instrumentation is an optional step that should be included if
the aim is to produce models and derive predictions for specific parts of the code
rather than the simulation as a whole. The subsections below cover the phases
in the workflow in more detail.
3.1 Simulation parameters
The ms2 application has a group of parameters that characterize the simulation
scenario. The most important parameters identify the type of the simulated
molecule (i.e., a molecular model), the number of molecules, density (or the
simulated volume), temperature, and the number of time steps.
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Fig. 2: Modeling workflow.
To accurately describe the interaction between molecules, ms2 uses potential
functions that describe different interaction types. Each molecular model speci-
fies the placement of an interaction site on the molecule and the type of this site.
A Lennard-Jones (LJ) site represents dispersive and repulsive interactions, while
point charge (PC), point dipole (PD), and point quadrupole (PQ) sites represent
electrostatic interactions. The complexity of molecular models depends on the
molecules they represent. A simple Ar (argon) atom has only a single LJ site. A
more complex CO2 (carbon dioxide) molecule consists of three LJ sites and one
PQ site. A (CH3)2CO (acetone) molecule, however, has four LJ sites, one PD
site, and one PQ site. ms2 calculates the interaction forces between pairs of the
same type of sites. For example, the interaction between two CO2 molecules will
be a combination of nine interactions between the LJ sites (three sites in each
molecule equals nine different pairs) and one interaction between the PQ sites.
Using appropriate interaction sites in a molecular model is crucial for obtain-
ing correct thermodynamic properties. However, from a computational point of
view, the difference between calculating the interaction between any of the dif-
ferent sites is small. Furthermore, the calculation does not depend on any other
simulation parameter. A far more important factor is the total number of sites in
a molecule, since the computation time of molecule interaction grows quadrati-
cally with the number of sites of each type.
Following an analysis of the ms2 design, we identified the group of param-
eters that should be considered for modeling the execution time of ms2 (i.e.,
independent variables in our modeling):
– n: number of molecules in the simulation; range: 103–104
– m: number of interaction sites; range: 1–8
– d: density of the fluid; range: 0.001–0.9 (in reduced units σ−3)
– c: cut-off radius; range: 1–10 (in reduced units σ)
– p: number of MPI processes
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The values for different parameters can be provided in SI units, but internally,
the ms2 application uses reduced quantities for the calculations. For example,
the reducing unit for length σ is on the order of 3 A˚ (i.e., 3 · 10−10 meters).
The first three parameters, namely, n, m, and d, are part of the parame-
ters that determine the simulation scenario. The last two, namely, c and p, are
optimization and execution parameters. The cut-off radius c defines the radius
around a molecule within which the interactions with other molecules are cal-
culated explicitly. Decreasing c results in less computational effort to evaluate
the interactions for each molecule, since less neighbors have to be considered.
Basically, the cut-off radius provides a trade-off between the accuracy of ther-
modynamic properties and the runtime of the simulation.
To simplify benchmarking and modeling, we used synthetic molecular models
with m LJ sites. Each such model is comparable to a model of a real molecule
with the same number of interaction sites m, independent of the site type. There-
fore, performance models based only LJ sites (synthetic molecules) are a viable
proxy for performance models based on ensembles of real molecules. The advan-
tage of the former is the ease of generating synthetic molecular models. The LJ
sites in the synthetic molecule were placed at the vertices of a regular polygon
with m edges and an edge s = 0.1 A˚. This allowed us to conveniently generate
molecular models for arbitrary values of m. If the center of the polygon was at
(0, 0), then the coordinates (xi, yi) of vertex i are given by (k is the circumradius
from the center of the polygon to one of the vertices):
r =
s
2 sin( pim )
xi = r · cos(2pi i
m
)
yi = r · sin(2pi i
m
)
The list of parameters above is not exhaustive. Additional parameters of ms2
are the specified boundary conditions (i.e., simulated ensemble type), the length
and the number of time steps, frequency of writing results and errors to a disk,
temperature, and so on. Some of these parameters, such as temperature, have
little influence on the computational cost. The number of time steps influences
the execution time, but the relation is simply linear such that this parameter
does not have to be considered in the modeling process. The same rationale also
applies to other parameters omitted from the list above.
3.2 Benchmarking
Once the group of independent parameters has been identified, we can move
to the benchmarking phase. However, one optional step before benchmarking is
instrumentation. By instrumenting the relevant regions of the code (i.e., func-
tions, kernels, or code blocks), one can produce a model for each region. In this
way, for example, we can obtain a model for the execution time of a single time
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Fig. 3: Common calltree extraction from two different trees (top). The two trees at
the bottom have a common structure.
step in ms2. Whether such high-resolution modeling is needed depends on the
application and the analysis goals. In the ms2 case, a model for a single time
step makes little sense, since a simulation with a single time step is useless. The
aim of the simulation is to simulate an evolving environment of molecules. Nev-
ertheless, we ran benchmarks with both an instrumented and an uninstrumented
version of ms2 to evaluate our workflow. We used Score-P [20] for the instrumen-
tation since it integrates easily with the Extra-P [4] modeling tool (discussed in
the next subsection) and provides flexible instrumentation approaches. In other
words, one can either automatically instrument all of the regions in the code or
manually instrument just the most relevant ones.
During the execution of an instrumented application Score-P creates a call-
tree, where the root node is the first (main) function called and each new node
(i.e., cnode) represents a called subfunction. An edge between nodes represents
a caller-callee relation. Once the application terminates, Score-P writes a perfor-
mance profile to disk. Each profile is a CUBE [2] file that contains performance
data arranged in three dimensions—metrics, calltree (cnodes), and system (pro-
cesses / threads). Basically, there is a measurement value for each combination of
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(metric, cnode, process / thread). When Extra-P is used to generate a model of
the execution time from these data, it collapses the system dimension by taking
the maximum value and generates a separate model for each cnode. Therefore,
it is important to ensure that the calltree structure is similar across all of the
data used for modeling. Since the application is executed with different values for
independent parameters, differences in calltrees are inevitable. To extract a com-
mon calltree, we used the cube commoncalltree utility provided with CUBE.
This utility looks for cnodes that do not appear in every calltree and then merges
them into the parent cnode by adding the inclusive value of performance data
of the child cnode to the parent’s exclusive value. An inclusive value is a sum
of values for the cnode itself and all of its descendants, whereas an exclusive
value includes only the cnode itself, without its descendants. This computation
is repeated as long as non-common cnodes are present.
Figure 3 shows an example of extracting a common calltree from two dif-
ferent trees. The numbers in brackets are example values for some metric (e.g.,
execution time). If a node has child nodes, then the number in the bracket is
the exclusive value, otherwise it is an inclusive value. Note that if a node has
no children, then the exclusive value is the same as the inclusive one. The figure
shows that the value for the sub2 node was merged into its parent func3, and
the exclusive value of func3 was updated accordingly. In a similar way, fsub1
was merged into func4.
It is important to note that common calltree extraction is necessary only if
all code regions are instrumented. If we do not use instrumentation at all or
manually instrument just some regions of the code that are always executed, we
can skip the common calltree extraction.
3.3 Empirical modeling
The benchmarking phase is followed by the empirical modeling phase. Specif-
ically, we use the performance-model generator in Extra-P [4], a tool for au-
tomated performance modeling of HPC applications. The model generator has
already shown to confirm known performance models of real applications as well
as discover previously unknown scalability bottlenecks [13,27], and has also been
validated using a wide range of synthetic functions [12]. Furthermore, specific
usage examples include modeling the performance of OpenMP constructs [18]
and the isoefficiency functions of task-based programs [25].
A multi-parameter model aims to capture how a number of independent
parameters, such as process count, problem size, and algorithmic parameters,
influence a target metric, such as runtime, floating-point operations, and so on.
The key concept of the modeling approach in Extra-P is the performance model
normal form (PMNF) for multiple parameters [12]:
f(r1, r2, ..., rq) =
n∑
k=1
ck ·
q∏
l=1
r
ikl
l · logjkl (rl) (1)
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Fig. 4: Typical benchmark results for two parameters; in this case, the number of
MPI processes p and the number of molecules n were varied. The color of each point
represents the execution time in seconds.
In this form, parameters rl are represented by q combinations of monomials
and logarithms, which are summed up in n different terms to form the model. The
exponents ikl and jkl are chosen from sets I, J ⊂ Q, respectively. Essentially,
these sets define the scope of all possible terms. Consider, for example, n =
3, q = 2, and I = {0, 0.25, 0.5}, J = {0, 1}. In this case, the search space
for possible terms would be {1, log(r), r0.25, r0.25 log(r), r0.5, r0.5 log(r)}, and an
example model could be: f(r1, r2) = c1 + c2 · r0.51 + c3 · r0.251 r0.252 log(r2).
The generator requires a set of measurements as input whose precise nature
depends on the scaling objective (e.g., number of processes vs. input size, weak
vs. strong). As a rule of thumb, it needs at least five different settings for each
independent parameter. For example, if there is only a single parameter, such
as the number of processes, we need to benchmark the application with five
different values of this parameter. If there are two or more parameters, we need to
benchmark the application for each combination of parameter values. This means
at least 5q measurements are required for q parameters. Each such measurement
has to be repeated a number of times to obtain a statistically significant result.
If k repetitions are required, the application has to be executed k · 5q times.
Figure 4 shows typical benchmarking results for two parameters. In this case,
the number of MPI processes p and the number of molecules n were varied.
The points represent parameter combinations for which execution times were
measured. There are six different values for each parameter, which means that
there are 36 combinations. Each of the 36 points represents a median value of
k = 10 repetitions.
The modeling technique in Extra-P is based on an iterative modeling refine-
ment process that stops when R¯2—the adjusted coefficient of determination—
cannot be improved any further. The adjusted coefficient of determination is a
standard statistical fit factor ∈ [0, 1] such that a value of 1 indicates a perfect fit.
Since even small increases in n and q can lead to a prohibitively large search space
of possible terms, the technique employs a heuristic that reduces the number of
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candidate models. Specifically, the search space of possible terms is generated
from the best single parameter models for each individual parameter. This leads
to a smaller number of candidate models, which greatly reduces the time for
finding the best fitting model, but still retains a high degree of accuracy [12].
4 Experimental Setup
We performed our evaluation on Hazel Hen, a Cray XC40 system at the High
Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS). The system has 7712 com-
pute nodes with the Aries interconnect fabric and Dragonfly topology. Each node
comprises two Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 processors with 12 cores each and 128 GB
of memory. In other words, there are 24 cores per node and more than 5 GB of
memory per core on Hazel Hen.
The ms2 application uses OpenMP to parallelize the calculation of interac-
tions in each process. A performance audit of ms2, performed as part of the
Performance Optimisation and Productivity project [3], suggested that the opti-
mal number of OpenMP threads is four (i.e., four cores are used by one process).
Following this observation, we used four OpenMP threads in all of our bench-
marks. Consequently, there were six MPI processes per node.
4.1 Parameter values
For each independent parameter discussed in Section 3.1, at least five different
values have to be chosen. The following list specifies our choices:
– n: 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000
– m: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
– d: 0.05, 0.20, 0.35, 0.50, 0.65, 0.80
– c: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
– p: 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72
As discussed in Section 3.3, producing a model with all independent vari-
ables (e.g., T (n,m, d, c, p)) is not feasible since it would require at least 55 mea-
surements. The alternative is to generate a series of two-parameter and three-
parameter models that describe the application behavior and allow us to produce
useful time predictions. For example, we can generate models T (n, p), T (n,m),
T (n,m, p), and so on. In each case, however, we vary only a subset of two or
three parameters. The values for the other parameters have to remain constant
throughout the benchmarking phase of each particular model. For example, if
one runs benchmarks to generate the model T (n, p), the values for m, d, and c
have to remain constant.
4.2 Measurements variability
Earlier studies showed that applications that run on Cray XC40 might experi-
ence a high degree of variability in execution time and performance [10, 14, 28].
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Table 1: Variability (i.e., coefficient of variation (CV)) of measurements for generating
the model T (n, p). The columns specify values for the time step number and cut-off
radius, as well as whether the code was instrumented and a compact placement (CP)
of nodes was used.
Time steps Cut-off Instr. CP CV
3,000 2.0 3.3%
3,000 2.0 X 13.5%
30,000 2.0 10.5%
3,000 4.0 6.2%
3,000 4.0 X 58.7%
40,000 4.0 X 26.6%
40,000 4.0 X X 8.3%
The reason is that Cray XC40 uses the Dragonfly topology. It is a high-radix,
low-diameter network that utilizes shared links and is designed to improve band-
width and reduce packet latency. Furthermore, it uses adaptive routing and ran-
dom node placement, both of which can alleviate congestion and achieve better
load-balancing. However, the combination of these characteristics makes each ap-
plication highly susceptible to the behavior of other applications that are being
executed at the same time. In other words, a communication-intensive applica-
tion can cause performance degradation in less-intensive applications executed
concurrently.
For empirical modeling, the execution of the application for any combina-
tion of parameter values has to be repeated k times (see Section 3.3). In our
evaluation, we set k = 10, and sometimes k = 5 to reduce the total time to
obtain the measurements. The purpose of these repetitions was to increase the
statistical significance of the measurements. However, a high degree of variabil-
ity between repetitions indicates a high level of noise, which makes modeling far
less accurate [13].
Table 1 shows how various factors influence the variability of the measure-
ments. In this case, the measurements were performed to generate the model
T (n, p), which means repeated executions for different combinations of param-
eter values for n and p. Variability was measured as the coefficient of variance
(CV) between the repetitions for each combination of values. The CV is defined
as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean and shows the extent of
samples variability in relation to the mean.
The two leftmost columns in Table 1 specify the values for the number of time
steps and the cut-off radius, respectively. The column Instr specifies whether the
code was fully instrumented and column CP specifies whether the nodes were
placed compactly in the machine, that is on the same blade and in the same
chassis. The table indicates that increasing the number of time steps increases
the variability. It also shows that fully instrumenting the code increases the
variability as well. However, one factor which helps reduce the CV is placing the
nodes physically together. These observations can be explained by the Dragonfly
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Fig. 5: Graphical user interface of Extra-P.
topology studies [10,14,28] and the low intensity of communication in ms2 [15].
The longer the ms2 code runs, the more time it is under the influence of other
communication-heavy applications on the machine, which causes the variabil-
ity to increase. This is also the reason why placing the nodes together reduces
the variability—only local communication links are used in such cases. Unfortu-
nately, this placement mode is not generally available on Hazel Hen as it has a
negative effect on the utilization of the system.
Full instrumentation has a minimal perturbation in terms of performance,
but has a significant effect on the variability. One likely explanation is that code
instrumentation uses more communication to collate some of the measured data
while the program runs. As discussed earlier, full instrumentation is not needed
to model the total simulation time. Consequently, to reduce the variability we
ran uninstrumented code with 3,000 time steps and cut-off radius of 2.0 (when
it is not a parameter in the model).
5 Result Analysis
In this section, we discuss the results of our evaluation. As described above, we
chose to focus on the execution time of full simulations rather than the execution
time of individual steps, so that there was no need for full instrumentation of
the code. Nevertheless, Section 3 provides a detailed description of how the
workflow can support full instrumentation for later analysis of ms2 or other
codes. To complete the discussion on full instrumentation, we briefly present the
Extra-P graphical user interface (GUI) that allows users to analyze the model
at each cnode. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the Extra-P window. The left
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Table 2: 2-parameter models for the execution time of the ms2 application.
Model Fixed parameters Model R¯2
T (n,m) d = 0.84, c = 2.0, p = 72 4.41 + 8.03 · 10−5 ·m · n · logn 0.99
T (p,m) n = 4,000, d = 0.84, c = 2.0 6.6 + 3.21 ·m2 − 0.42 ·m2 · log p 0.92
T (p, d) n = 4,000, m = 1, c = 2.0 20.67 − 2.2 · log p 0.88
T (p, c) n = 4,000, m = 1, d = 0.84 33.83 + 0.05 · c3 − 4.89 · log p 0.79
T (n, c) m = 1, d = 0.84, p = 36 −0.99 + 0.06 · c3 + 1.81 · 10−5 · log2 n 0.95
T (m, c) n = 4,000, d = 0.84, p = 36 −23.49 + 10.09 ·m+ 0.22 · c3 ·m 0.95
Table 3: 3-parameter models for the execution time of the ms2 application.
Model Fixed parameters Model R¯2
T (p, n,m) d = 0.84, c = 2.0 62.28 + 2.03 · 10−8 ·m2 · n1.5 · log2 n− 9.63 · log p 0.83
T (n,m, c) d = 0.84, p = 72 9.24 + 5.71 · 10−6 · n · logn · c2 · log c ·m 0.88
part is divided into two areas. The upper area has a dropdown box that shows
the selected metric (e.g., time, visits, etc.) and allows users to choose a different
metric. The lower area contains the calltree with a model for each cnode and fit
factors such as R¯2 (adjusted coefficient of determination) besides each model.
By clicking on any one of the cnodes, the plot of the corresponding model is
displayed in the right part of the Extra-P window. The figure shows an example
plot for a two-parameter model T (p,m). It is a three-dimensional surface where
the vertical axis is the time dimension.
The Extra-P GUI provides a convenient way to explore and compare multiple
models from the same calltree. However, when no instrumentation is involved,
Extra-P provides a programmatic interface to produce models directly from the
measurement results. We used this interface in our evaluation and produced a
set of models summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The leftmost column specifies the
independent parameters in each model and the following column specifies the
values of the parameters that were fixed in each case. The second column from the
right shows the two-parameter and three-parameter models produced by Extra-P
and the rightmost column specifies the adjusted coefficient of determination.
Unsurprisingly, the model T (p,m) shows that the execution time increases
in quadratic proportion to the number of interaction sites m. Furthermore, all
models with the cut-off radius c as an independent parameter show that the time
increases in cubic proportion to c. This is because every increase in the cut-off
radius leads to a cubic increase in the cut-off volume around each particle, which
also means a cubic increase in the number of particles in the cut-off sphere. These
results confirm our expectations about the factors that influence the simulation.
Although m depends on the simulated fluid and cannot be reduced without
breaking the simulation, the cut-off radius c is an important optimization factor
and should be as minimal as the simulation goals permit.
The model T (p, d) has no terms with density d, which suggests that increasing
d has a minimal or no effect on the execution time at all. This is surprising since
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Fig. 6: Contour lines of the plots for 2-parameter models of the ms2 execution time.
All times are in seconds.
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Fig. 7: Stacked plots of 3-parameter models of the ms2 execution time. All times are
in seconds.
increasing the density leads to a linear increase in the number of particles in the
cut-off sphere. One reasonable explanation is that not all the molecules in the
cut-off sphere are taken into the account during the interaction calculation. The
interaction matrix, discussed in Section 2, is arranged in a way that makes each
process calculate only part of the interactions. Therefore, additional interaction
calculations that are caused by a higher number of molecules in the cut-off sphere
are distributed evenly between the processes leading only to a slight increase in
the wallclock time of the simulation.
Furthermore, all models containing the number of processes p clearly show
that increasing p leads to just a logarithmic improvement in the execution time.
Although an increase in the number of processes means less interactions have to
calculated by each single process, the cost of communication (i.e., MPI collective
operations) still increases. This suggests that to achieve shorter execution time,
we might look at changing other parameters rather than p.
Figure 6 depicts the plots of two-parameter models from Table 2 as contour
lines. The label on each line specifies the time value along that line. The shape of
the lines and their density provide a visual cue as to how fast the execution time
increases and which parameter has more impact on this increase. Furthermore,
each contour line shows how both parameters have to be increased so that the
execution time remains constant. Figures 6b and 6d, for example, show that
increasing p reduces the execution time. However, the shape of the contour lines
in these figures is different. For higher p values, increasing c leads to faster
increase in the runtime in Figure 6d compared to equivalent increase of m in
Figure 6b. As another example, Figures 6e and 6f show that the impact of
increasing both m and c is much more severe than increasing n and c at the
same time.
Figure 7 depicts three-parameter models from Table 3, namely, T (p, n,m) and
T (n,m, c). As these functions are four-dimensional entities it is not straightfor-
ward to visualize them. The figure shows 3 axes—one for each parameter—and
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horizontal slices of data for different values of the z axis. The colors represent
execution times. For example, the topmost slice in Figure 7a represents the func-
tion T (p, n, 7). The differences between the slices show the impact of increasing
the parameter represented by the vertical axis, that is m in Figure 7a and c in
Figure 7b. The figures suggest that one should find a balance between different
parameters to keep the execution time under a certain threshold.
6 Related Work
The empirical modeling approach that forms the basis for Extra-P was first pro-
posed by Calotoiu et al. [13] in the context of identifying scalability bugs. A
scalability bug is a part of the program in which scaling behavior is uninten-
tionally poor. In this study, the authors produced scaling models of execution
time as a function of the MPI process count, but no other independent param-
eters were considered. In another study, Vogel et al. [27] used both Score-P and
Extra-P to analyze the scalability of the whole UG4 framework, which simulates
drug diffusion through the human skin. The authors showed that Extra-P was
able to produce over 10,000 models—spanning the whole calltree—in less than
a minute. Each model was a scaling model of execution time as a function of
the number of MPI processes. These studies had only one independent parame-
ter and did not have to overcome pitfalls that arise when dealing with multiple
parameters.
The capability to produce empirical models with multiple parameters was
introduced by Calotoiu et al. [12]. This functionality is based on a number of
important heuristics that make the approach feasible in practice. The authors
performed their evaluation using a number of scientific codes that were executed
on a Blue Gene/Q system. They produced multi-parameter models of execution
time and floating point operations. In the present study, we go one step further
and provide a systematic workflow that can be readily applied in performance
engineering of simulation codes.
Shudler et al. [24] proposed a framework, based on empirical modeling, for
validating performance expectations of HPC libraries. The framework targets
both developers and users, and provides a systematic method that allows, with
as little effort as possible, to evaluate whether the observed behavior corresponds
to the expected behavior. The authors focused on scaling models with one inde-
pendent parameter, namely, the number of MPI processes. The benefits of this
framework for performance engineering inspired the methodology developed in
this work. Furthermore, past experience of Shudler et al. [25] in modeling the
isoefficiency functions of task-based applications [25] provided important guiding
points for designing the present workflow.
Singh et al. [26] and Marathe et al. [21] used machine learning techniques to
model the effects of various input parameters on the performance of scientific
codes. The authors showed that some of these techniques can handle a large
parameter space without the costs associated with our methodology. However,
machine learning techniques are inherently black-box, meaning that users can
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use the models to obtain predictions, but the models themselves provide little
insight. We use a transparent technique that produces human-readable models,
which indeed can provide additional insights.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a versatile methodology for understanding the per-
formance of simulation codes in particular and scientific codes in general. It is
based on a systematic workflow for producing empirical performance models.
Empirical performance modeling is a proven technique for automated genera-
tion of performance models from the results of code benchmarking. Using our
methodology, we generated two-parameter and three-parameter models for the
execution time of ms2, a molecular dynamics code for studying thermodynamic
properties of bulk fluids. The models provide insight on the impact of various
parameters on the execution time. They also show in which situations the impact
is compounded, for example, increasing both the number of interaction sites and
the cut-off radius leads to a much higher increase in execution time.
Besides providing insight, the generated performance models are analytical
expressions that can be used to calculate the execution time for given parameter
values. In other words, the models allow us to predict the performance of the
application. This capability was employed in the TaLPas project [1], which aims
to provide a solution for fast and robust simulation of many, potentially de-
pendent particle systems in a distributed environment. Specifically, performance
prediction is used to support a purpose-built scheduler in the process of finding
optimal execution configurations for individual simulation runs.
The study also identifies potential pitfalls in the workflow and provides sug-
gestions for overcoming them. Specifically, we discuss the necessity of extracting
a common calltree from performance profiles, and also provide guidelines for per-
forming the benchmarking. Furthermore, we highlight the influence of various
factors on the variability of the measurements and the importance of reducing
it to obtain accurate models.
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